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Matroids with coefficients in a fuzzy ring have been introduced in [A. W. M. 
Dress, Ado. in Math. 59 (1986), 97-1231. Based on this paper and [A. W. M. Dress 
and W. Wenzel, Adu. in Math. 77 (1989), l-361 we will show here that a matroid 
with coefficients of finite rank can also be detined in terms of its associated 
Grassmann-Phicker map, which-in a way-generalizes classical determinants. 
More precisely, we will show that such matroids correspond naturally and in a one- 
to-one fashion to equivalence classes of appropriately defined Grassmann-Pliicker 
maps. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since their discovery the famous Grassmann-Plucker identities have 
played an important role in invariant and syzygy theory, in algebraic 
geometry, and-through matroid representation theory-ven in com- 
binatorics. In the present paper we want to show that the various uses of 
these identities are much more closely interrelated than previously thought. 
More precisely, using the concept of fuzzy rings introduced in [Dl], we 
will present a conceptual framework which allows a unified treatment of 
the algebraic and the combinatorial aspects of these relations. To this end 
we consider for some fixed m, a given set E, and a given fuzzy ring K 
certain maps b: Em + K from the m-fold Cartesian product E” of E into K 
which we will call Grassmann-Plucker maps, These maps are defined by 
the following properties: b(e,, . . . . e,) is either 0 or a unit in K for all 
e,, . . . . e, E E, b is alternating and does not vanish identically, and for all 
eo, e,,..., em,f2 , . . . . f, E E the Grassmann-Plucker identity holds at least 
“fuzzily” (see Sect. 4 for details). Our main result establishes a canonical 
one-to-one correspondence between matroids of finite rank m, defined on 
E and with coefficients in K (as defined in [Dl I), and equivalence classes 
of Grassmann-Plucker maps 6: Em + K. This result has many interesting 
consequences. For instance, given a matroid M of finite rank, defined on 
E and with coefficients in K, our result enables us to define determinants 
for automorphisms of M as well as linking numbers and cross ratios for 
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appropriate subspace configurations in M. In case K is a field, the main 
result specializes to the well-known description of epimorphisms 
cp: K[E] -H K”’ of the K-vectorspace K[E], freely generated by E, onto 
K” in terms of the associated determinantal maps bdet : E” + K : 
(e , , . . . . e,) H det(cp(e, 1, . . . . cp(e,)), which is studied in classical Grassmann- 
Plucker theory, and leads in particular in case K= IF,, the Galois field with 
2 elements, to one of the many possible characterizations of binary 
matroids. In these cases determinants, linking numbers, and cross ratios 
coincide with or generalize slightly the well-known standard definitions. In 
case K= Z we get one of the standard descriptions of regular matroids, 
while in case K is chosen to be the proper fuzzy ring rW//rW+, related to 
oriented matroids, our result implies the canonical one-to-one corre- 
spondence between oriented matroids as defined by Bland and Las Vergnas 
in [BLV] and chirotopes as defined in [D2]. Concerning the history of 
this result it should be remarked that chirotopes were already introduced 
in [GN] under the name of n-ordered sets but with no reference to 
matroid theory. For finite matroids the equivalence of the circuit and basis 
axioms for oriented matroids has already been shown in [L] by induction, 
after Las Vergnas constructed in [LVl] an alternating function from a 
given oriented matroid. 
Technically, the paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we will sum- 
marize the main results of [Dl]. In Section 2 we will relate matroids with 
coefficients with matroids in the classical sense and study bases and flats. 
While in arbitrary infinite matroids bases need not exist, one observes 
easily that Zorn’s Lemma guarantees the existence of bases in matroids all 
of whose circuits are requested to be finite (see also [We, Chap. 20; R]). 
In Section 3 we will summarize some crucial results about the Tutte group 
U,,,, of a matroid M which has been introduced in [DWI]. Corresponding 
to the fact that matroids can be defined in many equivalent ways, namely 
in terms of circuits, bases, hyperplanes, etc., there are many different ways 
to define the Tutte group, summarizing in a purely algebraic way many 
well-known combinatorial properties of matroids. In this paper we will give 
an “axiomatic” definition of the Tutte group which will be more convenient 
for our purposes. 
In Section 4 we will use the Tutte group to construct Grassmann- 
Plucker maps for matroids with coefficients and to prove our main result. 
As a first application we will then show how our main result can be used 
to define determinants of automorphisms of matroids with coefficients. 
In Section 5 we will show how a Grassmann-Plucker map for a minor 
of a matroid M can be computed from a Grassmann-Plucker map of M 
itself in a rather canonical way. As an application we will define “linking 
numbers” for “complementary” subspaces of M and we will show how 
these can be used to define cross ratios in M, which are familiar in case K 
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is a field. These invariants will be used to study the possible determinants 
of automorphisms of M, generalizing certain results of Viro concerning 
non-degenerate point configurations in P,( [w) (cf. [VI). 
Finally, in Section 6, we will apply our main result in the special case 
where K is the fuzzy ring Iw//[w+ to verify that oriented matroids coincide 
with chirotopes. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For the convenience of the reader we recall some basic definitions and 
results established in [Dl] which are fundamental for the subsequent 
sections. We begin with the definition of fuzzy rings which are to serve as 
coeffkient domains for matroids. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A fuzzy ring K = (K; + ; . ; E; Ko) consists of a set K 
together with two compositions “+ : K x K + K: (IC, A) H K + 1” and 
“.: Kx K-t K: (K, /t)HK.&” a specified element E E K, and a specified 
subset K, c K such that the following hold: 
(FRO) (K, + ) and (K, .) are abelian semigroups with neutral 
elements 0 and 1, respectively; 
(FRl) 0.K=0 for all KEK; 
(FR2) LY.(K~+K~)=cI.K~+F.K~ for all K,,K~EK and aeK*:= 
{/I E K 11 E /I. K}, the group of units in K; 
(FR3) .s* = 1; 
(FR4) K,+K,rK,, K.K,sK,,, OEK,, l$K,; 
(FR5) for a E K* one has 1 + a E K. if and only if a = E; 
WW KI, x2, A,, 2, E K and ICY + Ai, K* + II, E K. implies 
K,.K~+&.~,.~~EK~; 
(FR7) K, 2, Kl, K2 E K and K + 1 . (K, + K2) E K. implieS 
K+~.K,+~.K,E&. 
Remarks. (i) For all KEK we have K+E.KEK,,. 
(ii) (FR7) implies 
(FR7’) If A,, . . . . A,,, K,,, . . . . Klmr KzL, . . . . KZm, . . . . K,,, . . . . K,,E K and 
~~=, &.(Cy=i K~~)EK,, then cy=, cyZ1 Ai.KvEKo. 
Statements (i) and (ii) follow directly from the axioms (cf. [Dl, (1.2)] 
for more details). 
EXAMPLES. (i) The commutative rings R = (R; + ; a) with 1 E R are (in 
a canonical correspondence to) exactly those fuzzy rings (K; + ; .; E; K,) for 
which K, = {O}. In this case we have necessarily E = - 1. 
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(ii) If K= (K; +; .; E; K,) is a fuzzy ring and if U< K* is a subgroup 
of the group of units, then we can form the “quotient fuzzy ring” 
K/U := (V(K)U; +; .; E. U; ‘P(K):), 
where ‘$3(K)” denotes the U-invariant subsets of K, which are added and 
multiplied as “complexes”; that is, by 
T, i T,:={til i ti21rc,ET1,ic2ETZ} (T,, T,E’VP(K)~), 
and where ‘$3(K): denotes those U-invariant subsets TG K with 
Tn K, # 0. Note that TE K/U is a unit if and only if T= ~1. U for some 
CI E K*. In [DW2, (4.7)] it is shown that R/R* is the domain of coefficients 
for ordinary matroids, i.e., the matroids in the classical sense. 
(iii) If K and iJ< K* are as in (ii), then we denote by L = K//U the 
smallest subset of v(K)’ containing K . U for all K E K and satisfying 
L 4 LYzL. Then 
K//U=(L; +;.; E . u; L n ‘@(K),U) 
is also a fuzzy ring. 
As will be seen in Section 6 R//R + is the domain of coefficients for 
oriented matroids. 
These and some further examples of fuzzy rings are considered in more 
detail in [Dl, (1.3)]. 
For the study of infinite matroids (with and without coefficients) 
“matroid support systems” have been introduced in [Dl, Sect. 23. For any 
set E we call a subset X E ‘$3(E) a matroid support system, if (X ’ ) + = X 
where 
X+ :={Y~El#(YnX)<coforallX~x}. 
In the sequel we will restrict our attention to the smallest matroid support 
system, defined on E, namely 
&, :=!&,(E) := {E’s El #E’< m} 
and its “dual” X,t = g(E). 
We will now recall the main results of [Dl] for those matroids which 
are defined in terms of these special matroid support systems. 
Assume E is some set and K= (K; +; .; E; K,) is some fuzzy ring. For a 
map r: E + K we denote its support by 
r:=E\rP’(0)= {eEEjr(e)#O) (l.la) 
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and define its proper support by 
l:=r-‘(K*)= {eEElr(e)EK*}. (lib) 
For two mappings r, s: E--t K with #(r n_s) < 03 we define the inner 
product (rls) by 
(rls) :==FEr(e)..r(e)= C r(e).s(e). 
esrn_s 
(1.2a) 
If r,s:E+K are two mappings with #(cn~)<oo and (rls>EKO , then 
we say that r is orthogonal to s and denote this by r I s. Correspondingly, 
~~l~~for~,,~*cKEmeansthatr,Ir,forallr,~~21,rz~~~. 
In addition, for ‘8 EKE we define 
‘SL := {seKEI #(_~n_s)<co and (rJs)EKOforallrE%} 
={s~K~~rlsforallr~%}. 
Finally, for two maps r, s E KE and f E E we define a map r /\f s by 
(r r\/ s)(e) := 
0 if e=f 
s(f) . r(e) + E . r(f) . s(e) if eEE\{f}, 
and for ‘$I E KE we put 
S(F):= (r(.lrE%,_rnF=LnF} for Fs E, 
‘%O:=!R(E)\{O}=(r~%~)#~=~}; 
$I := {rIrE%;~#@}; 
~Zmin:=~rE~l(_r#jZj,jZ(#SCTandsE~implyS=r}; 
K*.‘B:= {a.rIcrEK*,rE%}; 
Sir,, := (re!R #(r)<co}; 
[Yl] := ((...(rO~,,rl)Aez...)A\e,rn)In~O;ro, . . . . r,E%i; 
e,, . . . . e, E E}. 
(1.2b) 
(1.3) 
(1.4a) 
(1.4b) 
(1.4c) 
(1.4d) 
(1.4e) 
(1.4f) 
(1.W 
We are now ready to state the basic definition of a matroid, defined on E, 
with coefficients in K and to define the various sets % of “relations” which 
“present” M. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Assume E, K, and ‘% are as above. 
(i) ‘9Z is said to present a matroid 
M= MM) = WE, %2) = ME, ‘%x,(E), %I 
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offinite type defined on E, if 3 c YE,(E) and the following condition (M) 
is satisfied: 
For any e E E and r E [%I with r(e) # K, there exists 
somer’E!F&,witheE~‘=~‘C~. (Ml 
If two subsets $3, %’ c KE with 3, ‘$? c (-pfi,( E) satisfy condition (M), then 
‘% and %’ are said to present the same matroid, if 
K” . (qo)rnin = K* . (sb)nm, 
In this case we define ‘% and W to be M-equivalent and write !R -M ‘W. 
(ii) ‘9? is said to present a matroid 
~4 = M-6 WE), 3) 
of cofnite type if the following condition (M*) is satisfied: 
For any e E E, r E [‘$I] with r(e) $ KO and FE g,,(E) with 
e E F there exists some r’ E ‘%(F) with e E _r’ = r’ E c. (M*) = 
If two subsets 3, %’ c KE satisfy (M*), then ‘% and ‘%’ are said to present 
the same matroid, if for any linite FEE we have 
Then we also define % and ‘8’ to be M-equivalent and write !R NM ‘9X’. 
Remarks. (i) Definition 1.2(i) coincides with [Dl, Definition 3.51 in 
case X = ‘Q,,(E), because then E EX+. (See also [Dl, Lemma 3.6(ii) 1.) 
(ii) If E is finite, the matroids of finite type coincide with the 
matroids of colinite type defined on E. 
(iii) M = M(E, ‘q(E), %) is a matroid of cofinite type if and only if 
%I,:= {rl,lrE%} p resents a matroid, defined on F, for every finite subset 
FcE. 
(iv) By definition a matroid M defined on E and with coefficients in 
K is an equivalence class of M-equivalent subsets ‘!N sKE. 
For matroids of finite type we can simplify some results of [Dl, Sect. 31 
as follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume ‘% G KE presents a matroid of finite type. 
(i) For any eE E and rE [‘%I with r(e)+ K, there exists some 
r’ E (‘SO),, with e E _r’ = r’ E c. 
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(ii) ‘Si, := K* . (%O)min also satisfies condition (M), and we have 
!lz wM 91i,. 
(iii) For r, s E ( %O)m,n with _r = _s there exists CI E K* with r = CI . s. 
(iv) Zf ‘33’ c KE with 93’ E ‘$3 also satisfies condition (M), then we have 
S’ -M ‘% if and only iffor eoery r E ‘SO there exists r’ E ‘33; with f’ E r. 
Prooj (i), (iii), and (iv) follow from [Dl, Lemma 3.6(i), Lemma 3.6(ii), 
and Lemma 3.71, respectively, with Y= E. 
(ii) is a direct consequence of (i). 1 
Because of Proposition 1.1 (ii) we call 
‘93M I= K* . (‘%o)min (1.5) 
the minimal presentation of a matroid M of finite type. 
Next we recall the fundamental concept of dualization for matroids of 
finite or cofinite type. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let K be a fuzzy ring and assume that ‘3 presents a 
matroid M defined on E with coefficients in K either offnite or of cofinite type. 
(i) ZfM=M(E, 5&“(E), ‘Skis offinite type, then ‘$3’ satisfies (M*), 
i.e., M* := M(E, (P(E), 93’) is a matroid of cofinite type with coefficients 
in K. 
(ii) Zf M=M(E, ‘$3(E), %) is of cofinite type, then (‘zJ12’),, satisfies 
(M), i.e., M* :=M(E, p6,(E), (‘S’),,) is a matroid of finite type with 
coefficients in K. 
(iii) We have AI** := (M*)* = M. 
Proof: Parts (i) and (ii) are part of [Dl, Theorem 5.33, and (iii) is the 
Duality Theorem [Dl, (5.4)]. m 
DEFINITION 1.3. For a matroid h4 of finite or cofinite type we call M* 
as defined in Theorem 1.1 the dual matroid of M. 
Remark. Assume E is infinite and M, := M(E, ‘$3(E), %) is a matroid of 
cofinite type defined on E with % E ‘$3,,(E). Then by Definition 1.2 we see 
that M2 := M(E, Qe,(E), %) is a matroid of finite type. However, dualiza- 
tion depends critically on the specification of the matroid support system 
X, because in general !Rl# (%‘)fin. (See also [Dl, Example (5.7)J.) 
Thus for a matroid M of cotinite type presented by ‘% c KE we will 
always write M= M(E, ‘Q(E), !R), while for a matroid M of finite type 
presented by ‘% we will simply write M= M(E, %) for abbreviation. 
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2. CIRCUITS, BASES, AND FLATS 
In this section we relate matroids with coefficients of finite type with 
matroids in the classical sense and recall some classical matroid theory. We 
continue with our previous notations and assume in the sequel that 
M = M(E, 93) is a matroid of finite type with coefficients in a fuzzy ring K. 
Thus in particular we have 3 G v,,(E). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A circuit C in M is any subset C c E for which there 
exists some r E (~~)min with C=r. 
Remark. By Definition 1.2(i) it is clear that the set of circuits of M does 
not depend on the given presentation !R of M. 
We will now prove 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The set c = Q, of circuits of A4 satisfies the following 
axioms: 
(CO) For all CE& we have C#@ and #(C)<W. 
(Cl) If Cl, C,E& and C, c C,, then C, = C,. 
(C2) If C,, C, E 6 are distinct and eE C, n Cl, then there exists 
C,EO with C,S(C,UC,)\{~}. 
ProoJ: Axiom (CO) holds, because M is of finite type, while (Cl ) is 
clear by definition. We still have to verify (C2). Choose rl, r2 E (‘$,),i, 
withr,=Cifor ie{1,23 and put r:=r,A.r?. At first we show that there 
exists f E E with r(f) # K,,. Choose some f E C,\C,. Then we have r(f) = 
r,(f).r,(e)EK* and thus r(f)+&, because K*nK,=IZ(. 
Now we can apply Proposition 1.1(i) which yields the existence of some 
r’ E (‘YR~),,,,~ with 
fEl’=E’c_rE(C,uC,)\(e}; 
thus we may put C, :=r’. fl 
Remark. If E is finite, then Proposition 2.1 shows that a matroid with 
coefficients “is” also a matroid in the classical sense. 
If E is infinite, then a matroid of finite type is also an independence space 
as considered in [We, Chap. 20, Sect. 23. (See also [R] for a more detailed 
examination.) 
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) A subset Fr E is called dependent, if there exists a 
circuit C E 0. with C G F. 
(ii) F is called independent, if F is not dependent. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. For FG E the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) F is dependent. 
(ii) There exists r E 9Z with fa #I c 1 G F. 
(iii) There exists rE [‘%I with %#LG~GF. 
Proof (i) * (ii) and (ii) + (iii) are trivial, while (iii)*(i) follows 
immediately from Proposition 1.1(i). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A subset FG E is independent zfand only zf every finite 
subset of F is independent. 
Proof: This result follows immediately from the fact that every circuit in 
the matroid A4 is finite. 1 
DEFINITION 2.3. For FG E we define the closure of F by 
(F) = (F)M := Fu (ee E\FI there exists some circuit CG E 
witheECSFu {e}> 
=Fu {e~E\F~thereexistssomer~(‘%O),i, 
witheEc=rsFu {e}} 
=Fu (eEE\FJthereexistssomerE [%I 
withr(e)#K,ande~~rFu{e)}. (2.1) 
Remark. The last equation in (2.1) is a direct consequence of Proposi- 
tion 1.1(i). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The map (. . . ) = (. . . )M : ‘$3(E) -+ (P(E) is a closure 
operator, i.e., it satisfies the axioms 
(Sl) FG (F) = ((F)) for all PC E, 
(S2) (F,) G (F2) for F, E F2 E E. 
Furthermore, (. . . > satisfies the following “anti-convexity axiom”: 
(S3) For FG E and e, fE E we have 
fe <Fu {e>)\(F) zfandonlyzf eE (F-u {f})\(F). 
Proof This result is part of [Dl, Proposition 4.21 but is also a well 
known and easy consequence of Proposition 2.1. 1 
The following result is also a well-known and obvious consequence of 
the definitions: 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. For B c E the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) B is independent and Bv {e} is dependent for all eE E\ B. 
(ii) (B)=Eand(B\{b})#Eforallb~B. 
(iii) B is independent and (B) = E. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A subset B 5 E is called a base of M, if B satisfies the 
equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.5. 
If E is linite, it is clear that every independent subset is contained in 
some base; in particular, M contains at least one base, because @ is inde- 
pendent in any matroid. More generally, one can prove 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For every independent set I,, E E and every FL E with 
Z, G F and (F) = E there exists a base B of M with I, E B G F. 
Proof Put U:={UGE(Z,EUEF and U is independent in M}. 
Assume U’ c U is a chain. Then I := lJ,9tl,. I’ lies in U by Proposition 2.3, 
because any finite subset of Z is contained in some I’ E U’. Thus Zorn’s 
Lemma yields the existence of some BE U such that B u (f } is dependent 
for all f E F\ B. Since B is independent, this means FE (B) and thus 
(B) = (F) = E. Therefore B is a base of M. 1 
Also the following result is standard: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. (i) The set 23 = 23,,,, = 23% of bases of M satisfies the 
following axioms: 
(Bl) %#a; 
(B2) For B,, B,E% and b,EB,\B, there exists some bzEBz\B, 
with (B,\{b,})u {b,} E!& 
(ii) Zf there exists some B,,E 23 with m := #(B,) < CO, then we have 
#(B)=m for all BE% 
By Proposition 2.7(ii) we may state 
DEFINITION 2.5. If there exists some BE 23 with m := #B < 00, then m 
is called the rank of the matroid M. 
Otherwise we say that M has infinite rank. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Assume M = M( E, %) and M’ = M(E, ‘93’) are two 
matroids of finite type such that 23% = %3,, and ‘3 G ‘3’. Then we have 
M = M’, i.e., ‘93 wM ‘3’. 
Proof We have CCM = a,,,., because the circuits are the minimal subsets 
which are not contained in any base. Thus % c %’ implies (~o)min c 
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(sb)min > and for every r’ E (~~),i” there exists TE (~~)min with l =r’. Since 
also rE (~b)mi”, Proposition l.l(iii) yields the existence of some c( E K* 
with r’ = c( . r. Thus we get finally 
K* . C’Wmm = K* . (~tb),i,. 1 
Next we will recall the concept of flats in matroids M of finite type. 
DEFINITION 2.6. (i) FE E is a Jut in the matroid M, if (F) = F. 
(ii) Hr E is a hyperplane in A4, if H is a maximal flat different from 
E, i.e., (H)=H#E, but (Hu(e})=Efor all eEE\H. 
The set of flats will be denoted by 5 = gM and the set of hyperplanes by 
Jj=J3A4. 
Remark. By Proposition 2.6 it is clear that a subset HE E is a hyper- 
plane if and only if H is maximal with the property that H does not 
contain any base. 
The next result relates the flats of A4 with the rank of M. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Assume that there exists a maximal chain 5’ = 
(f’o, F, > . . . . F,,,> in 5 for some m < co; that means FO = (0 >, F,,, = E, and 
for 1 SS i < m we have I;,-, 5 Fi but there does not exist any flat FE 5 with 
Fi- 1 s F$ Fi. Then m equals the rank of M. 
In particular, in any matroid of finite rank m all maximal chains in 5 have 
the length m. 
Proof For 1 < i< m choose some eiE Fi\ Fi- r. We prove that 
B := {el, . . . . e,} is a base of 44. By induction it follows at once that 
Fi = ( (e,, . . . . ei} ) for 1 < i < m because of the maximality of the chain 5’. 
In particular, we have (B) = E. 
Now we show that (B\{e,} ) # E for 1 < i < m. This is clear in case 
i=m. If 1 <iGm- 1 and (B\ { ei} ) = E, then there would exist a unique 
j with i <j < m and ei E ({e, ,..., ei-i,ei+i ,..., e,})\((ei ,..., e,-i, 
ei+ I , . . . . ej- ,} ). By (S3) this would mean e,E Fj-, , a contradiction. 1 
DEFINITION 2.7. The rank function p = pm: ‘$3(E) + N, u {cc } is defined 
by 
p(F) := sup(n E N, ( there exist F,, . . . . F,, c E with 
~O>=(F,)S(F~)~...~;F,)=(F)). 
Remarks. (i) For FGE we have p(F)=p((F)). 
(ii) For F, E F, c E we have p(F,) < p(F,). 
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(iii) For every independent set 1~ E we have p(Z) = #(I), because 
(I) # (I\(e)) for all eel. 
(iv) Assume M has finite rank m. Then we have p(B) = m for every 
base B of M and also p(E) = m. Furthermore, the flats of rank m - 1 are 
exactly the hyperplanes of M. 
We will now extend some of the concepts introduced in this section to 
matroids of cofinite type. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Assume M= M(E, V(E), %) is a matroid of cofinite 
type defined on some infinite set E. 
(i) The circuits of M are the complements of the hyperplanes of the 
matroid M* = M(E, ‘!&JE), (!R’),,) of finite type. 
(ii) The bases of M are the complements of the bases of M*. 
(iii) The hyperplanes of M are the complements of the circuits of M*. 
Remarks. (i) In Definition 2.8 we assumed that E is infinite, because 
in case #E < co matroids of finite and matroids of colinite type coincide. 
However, it is standard that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold for finite E anyway. (See 
[DW2, Sect. 73 for more details.) 
(ii) In a matroid of finite type the bases were defined to be the maxi- 
mal sets which do not contain any circuit and turned out to be as well the 
minimal sets which are not contained in any hyperplane. Hence, by 
Definition 2.8, we see that also in a matroid of colinite type both 
characterizations hold. 
As a special case of [Dl, Lemma 5.11 we have 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume M = M( E, !R) is a matroid of finite type. Then for 
any HE$~, any e E E\H, and any c( E K* there exists one and only one 
S=S~H,e,l, E !RL with s(e) = CI and _s =,p = E\ H. Moreover, s depends only on 
M, i.e., 54 mM ‘3’ implies s?“,~ 9, = s% (H.r.al’ 
According to Lemma 2.1, for any matroid M of cotinite type defined on 
an infinite set E the set 
will be called the minimal presentation of M. It follows from [Dl, Sect. 53 
that %,,, satisfies (M*) and presents M. (See in particular [Dl, (5.5)].) 
For finite E Eq. (2.2) holds as well. It is an immediate consequence of 
(1.5) and the definition of the circuits and the dual of a matroid. 
607:86/l-6 
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At the end of this section we recall the definition of minors of a matroid 
M together with a few simple consequences. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Assume M= M(E, X, !RM) is a matroid defined on E of 
finite or cofinite type presented by its minimal presentation % = s2,. 
For FEE the restriction M\F is defined by 
where 
M\F:=M(E\F, Xnv(E\F), %\F) (2.3a) 
%\I;:= {rI.,,IrE%,~nF=@}. (2.3b) 
The contraction MfF is detined by 
(2.4a) 
where 
(2.4b) 
Remarks. (i) M\F and M/F are well defined, because the obvious 
inclusions [%\F] c [%]\F and [‘$I IE,F] E [%I IE,F imply that ‘%\F and 
%I E,F satisfy condition (M) or (M *) if ‘% does. 
(ii) For matroids M of finite type we do not need to restrict our 
attention to the minimal presentation 9I = 91M, because then !R -,u %’ 
implies %\F-M !Jl’\F and %lEE\F-M %‘jE,F. (See [Dl, Theorem 5.61 or 
[DW2, Sect. 5.11 for more details.) 
(iii) For FG E we write also MlF=M\(E\F) and call MIF the 
restriction of M to F. 
Now we have 
PROPOSITION 2.10. For F, F, , F2 E E with F, n F, = 0 we have 
(M/F)* = M*\F; (2Sa) 
(M\ F)* = M*/F; (2Sb) 
tM\F,l\f’~= M\(F, u Fd; (2.6a) 
WIF, )lFz = M/F, u FJ; (2.6b) 
(M\F,)/Fz = (WFd)\F,. (2.6~) 
ProoJ Reference [Dl, Theorem 5.6(i), (ii)] states that (2.5a) and 
(2.5b) hold. To verify (2.6a)-(2.6c) we may assume that M is of finite type. 
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But then (2.6a) and (2.6b) follow immediately from the definitions and the 
above Remark (ii), while (2.6~) holds, because 
w  := WE\(F,“I;Z) JrE%,pTF,=@) 
presents (M\F, )/F, as well as (M/F,)\ F, . 1 
DEFINITION 2.10. A minor of M is any matroid of the form (M\F,)/F* 
for F,,F,sE with F,nF2=@. 
Assume M = M(E, %) is a matroid of finite type defined on E and Fc E. 
By Definition 2.9 we see that %,\F is the minimal presentation %M,F of 
M\F, and thus the circuits of M\F are exactly the circuits of M which are 
contained in E\F. The circuits of M/F are the minimal non-empty inter- 
sections of circuits of M with E\F. Therefore we get complete information 
about the bases of minors of matroids of finite rank as follows. 
If M has finite rank ~2 and M\ F has rank k, i.e., pM( E\ F) = k, then the 
bases of M\F are exactly those subsets B’ of E\F with #B’ = k which are 
independent in M. If M/F has rank [, i.e., p,(F) = m - 1, then the bases of 
M/F are exactly those subsets B’ of E\ F with #B’ = 1 such that for every 
independent subset I’ of F the union B’ u I’ is independent in M. 
If, in particular, the matroid M and the restriction M\ F both have 
rank m < co, then the bases of M\ F are exactly the bases of M which are 
contained in E\ F. 
3. THE TUTTE GROUP OF A MATROID 
To characterize matroids with coefficients through Grassmann-Pliicker 
relations we will have to make use of the Tutte group of a matroid which 
has been introduced in [DWl]. 
In this section we will give an “axiomatic” definition of the Tutte group. 
In the sequel we assume that M is a matroid of finite rank m, defined on 
a possibly infinite set E. Let % = B3, denote the set of bases, & = ej, the 
set of hyperplanes, (5 = CC,,,, the set of circuits, p = pM the rank function, and 
(.. ) = (. .)M the closure operator of M. 
Furthermore, we put 
23 CM) := ((a,, . . . . am)e E”‘I {a,, . . . . a,> E%], 
b (M) :=((H;a,b)lH~43;a,b~E\H}, 
(5 (M):=((C;a,b)(CE~;a,bEC}. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists an abelian group T = T,, together with a 
well specified element Ed E T, and maps 
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such that the following hold: 
Tl((al, .. . . aA (a2,c1j9 -., aocmJ) 
1 
1 if a is an even permutation in C, 
= 
EM $0 is an oddpermutation in C,, 
Tl((al, . . . . a,-,, b,, cl), (a,, . . . . amp2, blc2)) 
= TICCal, . . . . a,-2, b2, c,), (a,, . . . . amp2, b,, c2)) 
if (4, . . . . am-2,bi,cj}E2J for i,jE {1,2), 
but {a,, . . . . a,-,, b,, b2} 4% 
(iii) T2(H; a,, aI) = T,(H; a,, a2) . T,(H; a2, a3) . T,(H; a3, al) = 1 
for HE% a,, a2, a,EE\H, 
&M~T2(H~;a2,a3)~T2(H2;a3,a,)~T,(H3;al,a2)= 1 
for HI, H,, H,E!& L:=H,nH2nH3=HinHj for i#j, 
p(L)=m-2, and aiE Hi\L for iE {1,2, 3); 
(iv) T3(C; aI, a,) = T3(C; a,, a21 T3(C; a,, a31 . T3(C; a3, a,)= 1 
for CE6, al,aZ,a,EC, 
EM~T3(C~~a2,a3)~T3(C2;a3,a~)~T3(C3;a~,u2)=1 
for C,,C~,C~EE, D:=Cl~C2uC3=Ci~Cj for i#j, 
p(D) = #(D) - 2, and ajeD\Ci for iE{1,2,3}; 
(~1 If ((a,, . . . . am-l, a), (a,, . . . . a,,-,, b))EBFM, with u#b, 
C= (XE {al,...,~,-l, a,b} I {a,, . . ..a.-,, a, b}\(x) E’B), and 
H= ({al, . . . . a,,-,}), then 
T,((a,, . . . . a,- 1, a), (a,, . . . . a,- 1, b)) 
= T,(H; a, 6) = Ed . T3( C; b, a). 
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In particular, if C E 6, HE 9, and C\ H = {a, b}, then 
T,(H, a, 6) = cM. T,(C; 6, a). 
(vi) If U’ is also an abelian group with E’ E 7T’, E’* = 1, and 
T; : B;,, +U’ (or T;:!&,,,+lY or T;:O,,, --) U’) satisfies (ii) (or (iii) or 
(iv)), then there exists a unique homomorphism Ic/: T, + U’ with $(E~) = E’ 
and T; = I,!J 0 T, (or T; = $0 T2 or T; = II/ 0 T,, respectively). 
ProoJ This theorem summarizes the results of [DWl, Sect. I] for finite 
E. With the notations of [DWI, Sect. l] we may write 
Tl((al, -., am-l3 a), (al, . . . . a,-,,b))= T,, ,...., u,m,,o,~Tc;~ ,..., a,-,,hj 
for (a, ,..., a,-,,a), {a1 ,..., a,-,, b}E23; 
T,(H; a, b) = T,,, T;,‘, for HE%, a,bEE\H; 
T,(C; a, b) = T,,. . T;L for CEE, a,bEC. 
For infinite E the resuh holds also, because then 
T, = lim T*,,, - 
M’=,tfiE’ 
where E’ runs through all finite subsets E’ c E of rank m and for 
E’ E E” G E the homomorphism If,,,,,, -+ TM,.. is induced in the obvious 
way. I 
DEFINITION 3.1. The Tutte group of the matroid A4 is the group U, 
which by Theorem 3.1 is determined uniquely up to isomorphism. 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 yields at once 
Tl((al, . . . . a,), (b,, . . . . b,,,)) . T,((b,, . . . . b,), (a,, . . . . a,)) 
= T,((a,, . . . . a,), (a,, . . . . a,))= 1 
for (al, . . . . a,), (b,, . . . . b,,,) E B(,,; 
T2(H; a, b) T,(H, 6, a) = 1 for HE!$, a,bEE\H; 
T3( C; a, b) T,( C; b, a) = 1 for CE& a,bEC. 
In particular, for any (a,, . . . . a,)E%(,, there exists a unique map 
77 !B(,, -+ 8, such that 
T((a,, . . . . a,)) = 1 
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and 
T,((b,> ---, &A (Cl, --.7 c,)) = T(b,, . ..) 6,). T(c,, . . . . cm)-’ 
for all (b,, . . . . b,), (cl, . . . . c,) E BcM1, 
namely 
T((h 3 . . . . b,)) := T,((b,, . ..1 b,), (a, % ...? %)I. 
The following result relates a matroid M with coefficients with its Tutte 
group U,. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume M = M(E, ‘$I) is a matroid with coefficients in the 
fuzzy ring K= (K; +; .; E; K,) of finite rank m. Then there exists a unique 
homomorphism q: T, + K* such that 
dE*M) = 4 (3.la) 
(p(T,(H;e,f))=s(e)-s(f)-’ for all HE 9, e, f E E\ H, 
andall s~9I~ 
with _s=z=E\H, (3.lb) 
dT3(C e, f 1) = r(e) .r(f )-’ for all CE 6, e,fE C, 
andall rE% with r=!=C. (3.lc) 
ProoJ For every C E 6 choose some rc E (~to),i” with T_C = rc = C. We 
start by showing that there exists a unique homomorphism q?U, --+ K* 
with (P(E~) = E and 
(P(TJ(C; e, f )I = rAeI .rdf 1-l for CEE, e,fEC. 
To this end we will apply Theorem 3.l(vi). 
By writing T’ = K*, a’ = E, and 
T;(C; a, b) = rc(a) .r,(b)-’ for CEE, a,bEC, 
we see that we are done once it is shown that 
u := E .rc,(u2) .r,,(a,)-’ .rc2(u3). r,,(a,)-’ . rc3(a,). r,,(a,)-’ = 1 
for Cl,C2,C3~&, D:=C1uC,uC,=CivCj 
for 1 <i<j<3, 
P(D) = #(D) - 2, and a,E D\Ci for l,<i<3. 
We have a2 E (C,\ (a*} ) G (D\ { a2, a3} ) and analogously a3 E 
CD\ ia,, u3}). Since p(D) = #(D)-2, this implies that D\ {a,, a3} is 
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independent. Thus there exists some 86% with O\ (a2, a3) c B. Put 
H:= (B\(q)). Th en we have HE f, and a, $ H. Furthermore we have 
a2 4 H, because otherwise we would get C,\ H = {a, } and therefore 
a, E ( C, \ {a, > ) _c H. Similarly we see that n3 4 H. Thus we have 
Ci\H= {ai, ak} for (i, j, k} = { 1, 2, 3). 
Put r,:=yc, for l<id3. 
By (FR2) and (FR5) it is enough to show that 
~,(u~)~rz(ul)~r,(u,)+r,(u,)~r~(u~)~r3(ul)~Ko. (*I 
Put r := (r3 A a2 r,) A cI, r2. Then we have rE [%I and 
r~(((r3u~)\(u2))u~)\{u,)~~\~~,,u,)~Hu(u,}. - 
Since u3 $ H = (H) this means r(u3) E K, by Definition 2.3. On the other 
hand we have r3(u3) = rl(ul) = 0 and thus 
r(+) = rz(al 1. (r3 A oz rl )(4 + E. (r3 A oz rI )(al) r2(u3) 
=r?(ul).&.r~(uZ).rl(u3)+&.rl(uZ).r~(u,).r,(u,); 
by (FR2) this yields (*). 
Hence, by Theorem 3.1 (vi), we have a unique homomorphism 
cp: T, + K* satisfying (3.1~) for r = rc for all C and (3.la). From Proposi- 
tion l.l(iii) it follows that (3.1~) holds for all C E (5 and all r E % with 
f=r=C. 
?o verify (3.lb) assume H= ({u ,,..., a,-,)-)~$ and e, fEE\H with 
e #f: Then there exists a unique circuit CE 6 with {e, j-1 c CE 
(a,, ..., a,-,, e,f}. This means C\H={e.f}. Thus for rts’!R with 
,=L= C and SE%’ with J=:= E\H we get 
r(e) .s(e) + r(f) .s(f) = (r I s) E K,. 
Thus (FR2), (FR5), (3.lc), and Theorem 3.1(v) yield 
s(e)=E.s(f).r(f).r(e)-’ 
=&.f(f)~cp(T3(C;.Le)) 
= s(f) . cp( TAH; e, f)). I 
4. GRASSMANN-PLUCKER RELATIONS FOR MATROIDS WITH COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we will show that matroids with coefficients of finite rank 
may also be defined in terms of “Grassmann-Plucker maps,” 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Assume E is some set and K is a fuzzy ring. For m E N 
a map 6: Em + K* u (0) is called a Grassmann-Pliicker map of degree m if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(GPO) There exist el, . . . . e, E E with b(e,, . . . . e,) # 0. 
(GPl) b is c-alternating; this means, for e,, . . . . e, E E and every odd 
permutation z EC, we have 
We r(l), ...Y ercmJ = E .b(e,, . . . . e,) 
and in case # {e, , . . . . e,} < m we have b(e, , . . . . e,) = 0. 
(GP2) For all e,, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . f, E E we have 
f ei. b(e,, . . . . h ej, . . . . em). b(ei, fz, . . . . fm) E Ko. 
i=O 
(4.1) 
The relations (4.1) are called the Grassmann-Plucker relations. 
EXAMPLE. Assume K= IF is a field and E c 5” is a spanning subset of 
the vector space 5”. View the elements of E as columns. Then b: E” + F 
defined by 
b(e 1, ..., e,) := det(e,, . . . . e,) 
is a Grassmann-Plucker map. In this case the relations (4.1) state that 
i~o(-i)i.det(eo ,..., .$ ,..., e,).det(e,,f, ,..., f,)=O (4.la) 
for all e,; . . . . e,, f2, . . . . fmE E. Statement (4.la) is well known as the 
identity of Grassmann (cf. [DW2, (6.1)] for details). 
DEFINITION 4.2. For a Grassmann-Plucker map b: E” + K* u {0} we 
Put 
!Xb := r E KE 1 r # @ and there exist pairwise distinct e,, . . . . e, E E 
and some c1 E K* such that 
r(x) = 
0 for x $ {e,, . . . . e,} 
(4.2) ct . J?. b(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,) for x=e, 
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and 
(Jib* := {s E KE 1s # @ and there existf,, . . . . f,,, E E and some tl E K* 
such that S(X) = c1 .b(x, f2, . . . . f,) for all x E E}. (4.3) 
Note that the Grassmann-Plucker relations are equivalent to $Rb I ‘!JIb.. 
In the sequel we will show that (Jib defines a matroid of finite type and 
of rank m and that ‘9Zh, defines the dual of this matroid, which is of colinite 
type, for any Grassmann-Plucker map b of degree m. 
At first we recall a result of [Dl]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume r,s,,s2EKE with r=; and s,Ir for i~{1,2}. 
Then for all f E E we have s, A,. s2 1 r. 
Proof: This is a special case of [Dl, Lemma 3.21. 1 
Now we can show 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume b: Em + K* v (0) is a Grassmann-Plticker map. 
Then ‘CR, satisfies condition (M), and %, is the minimal presentation of the 
matroid M, := M(E, ‘!Rh) of finite type, i.e., 
Proof: At first we prove that ‘91b satisfies (M). 
By Lemma 4.1 we have ‘Sb c [‘Jth] c [‘%$I = ‘%,l.. Thus it suffices to 
show that for every r E ‘St* and eE E with r(e) 6 K, there exists some 
r’ E ‘%, with e E c’ = r’ E r. 
Choose e, , . . . . e, i E with b(e I ,..., e,)#O such that #((rn {e ,,..., e,>)\ 
(e>) is as large as possible. If e E {e,, . . . . e,}, say e = e,, then 
r(e). b(e,, . . . . e,) + 2 r(x). b(x, e,, . . . . e,) 
It E\ (r} 
= c r(x). b(x, e2, . . . . e,) E K, 
i t E 
together with r(e). b(e,, . . . . e,) 4 K, implies that there exists x E E\ {e} with 
r(x) . b(x, e2, . . . . e,)#O. But this means #((rn{x,e,,...,e,j)\{e))= 
1 + #((In {e,, . . . . e,})\(e)) and contradicts our choice of e,, . . . . e,. 
Therefore, we have e, := e 4 (e,, . . . . e,} and #((r n (e,, . . . . e), . . . . e,})\ 
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(e,,})< #((rn {e,, . . . . e,})\{e,}) for 1 di<m with b(e, ,..., 6, . . . . e,)#O. 
This means r(ei) # 0 for all such i. Thus, if we define Y’ E !Rb by 
r’(x) := 
1 
0 for x $ {e,, . . . . e,} 
d . b(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,) for x=ej 
we obtain e0 E z’ = =y’ cr. 
We still have to show !$, = (‘!X2,),,. 
Assume # {e,, . . . . e,} = # {fO, . . . . fm} = m + 1 and 
@#C(e, ,..., em):= {e,lb(e, ,..., 6, . . . . e,)#O) 
5 C(fo, -.,f,)= {fJb(fo, . ..J. . . ..fm)Hq. 
We must prove C(e,, . . . . e,) = C(f,, . . . . f,). 
Otherwise we may assume e, =f, E C(e,, . . . . e,) and f1 E C(f,, . . . . f,)\ 
C(e 07 .*., e,), in particular C(e,, . . . . e,)\{e,> L {fz, . . . . fm). We have 
i!. d . b(eo, . . . . 6, . . . . e,) .4ei, fz, --, f,) E & 
Since b(e,, . . . . e,) .b(e,, fi, . . . . fnl) E K*, there must exist some i with 
1 < i < m and b(e,, . . . . 4, . . . . e,) -b(ei, f2, . . . . f,) # 0. But this implies 
b(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,)#O, i.e., e,EC(e,, . . . . e,)\{e,> G {f2, . . . . f,}, and thus 
b(ei, f2, . . . . f,) = 0, a contradiction. 1 
Before we study the set !RZb* we will prove two results about the bases 
and hyperplanes in M, which will be needed later. 
The first one of these results implies that the degree m of a 
Grassmann-Plucker map b equals the rank of the matroid M,. In 
particular, Mb has finite rank. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume b: Em + K* v (0) is a Grassmann-Pliicker 
map of degree m. If 23 = 2SM denotes the set of bases of M= Mb, then we 
have 
23= ({e ,, . . . . em> E‘@(~)lb(el, ..-, e,)#O}. 
Proof. At first we assume B= {e,, . . . . e,)~(p(~) and b(e,, . . . . e,)#O. 
We must show that BE 23. m 
Assume e, E E\ B and define r E !N* by 
r(x) := 
i 
0 for x4 (e,, e,, . . . . e,} 
E’. b(e,, . . . . c, . . . . e,) for x=e,. 
Then we have e, E[ = r E B u { eO} and therefore e, E (B). 
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We still have to show that B does not contain any circuit. Otherwise we 
may assume e, E r’ c B for some r’ E 91h. There exist pairwise distinct 
fo, . . . . f,,, E E and some c1 E K* with 
r'(x) = 
i 
0 for .x$ {fo, . . ..f.> 
!.YI . E’ . b(f,, . ..) 2, . . . . fm) for x=fi. 
Put b :=r’(e,).b(e,, . . . . e,). Then we have fi E K*. On the other hand we 
must have e, =f! for some j with 0 <j< m, and for e E E\ {e, } we have 
r’(e) .b(e, e,, . . . . e,) = 0 because of _r’ c B and (GPl). Thus (GP2) yields 
P = i r’(L). b(f,, e2, . . . . e,) 
i=O 
= @.,to d.h(fo, . . . . A. . . . . f,).b(h, e2, . . . . em)E Ko, 
which is a contradiction because of K* n K0 = 0. 
It remains to show that for B= (e,, . . . . e,} E ‘Q(E) with b(e,, . . . . e,) = 0 
we have B$23. 
m 
Assume j to be maximal with 0 f j< m - 1 such that there exist 
f ,+ , , . . . . f, E E with b(e, , . . . . ej, J;+ , , . . . . f,,) # 0. Furthermore put 
for O<i<j 
for j+l<i<m. 
Then our choice of j implies that the ?ci are pairwise distinct. Define r E !Rb 
by 
r(x) := 
0 for x 4 {x0, . . . . xm} 
E’ . b(x,, . . . . XT, . ..) x,) for x=.K, ’ 
Then we have ej+ , E _r c {e, , . . . . ei, e, + , } by the maximality of j. Thus B 
contains the circuit C :=_r. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume b: Em --f K* v (0) is a Grassmann-Pliicker 
map of degree m. Then the set 4j, of hyperplanes of M= Mh equals the set 
z of all 
H(f2, . . . . fm) := (fdMf,f,, . . ..fm)=O} 
for which I := { f2, . . . . fm} is independent in M and #I = m - 1. 
Proof By Proposition 4.1 and the fact that the hyperplanes of M are 
exactly the maximal subsets of E which do not contain any base we see at 
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once that every H, E B36 is contained in some HE%. Thus it suffices to 
show that H= H(f2, . . . . f,)Ez implies HE Bb. By Proposition 4.1 we 
have {e, fi, . . . . fm} E 23, for every eE E\H. Now assume el, . . . . e, E H. We 
have to show /I := b(e,, . . . . 
Choose some e 0 E E withey: =j 07 2, . . . . fm} E 23,. Then we have 
K := b(e,, . . . . e,) . b(eo, f2, . . . . fm) 
m  
= C 2. b(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,) . b(e,, fi, . . . . f,n) E K, 
i=O 
and thus p~K~n(K*u {O})= (0). i 
Now we will prove 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume b: Em + K* u (0) is a Grassmann-Pliicker map. 
Then the following hold: 
(i) !Rb* satisfies condition (M*), and !Rb* is the minimal presentation 
of the matroid 
M,, := M(E, p(E), ‘Q.) of cofinite type. 
(ii) M,. equals the dual matroid of Mb, i.e., Mb. =A4: and thus 
s&q = q*. 
Proof By Lemma 4.1 we have 5Rih* G [%,,I G [%,i-] = %:I. Thus we 
see that ‘9Ji,. satisfies condition (M*) once it is shown that for any s E ‘93: 
and e E E with s(e) $ K, there exists some S’E !Rb. with e E _s’ = ;’ E 3. 
Choose e,, . . . . e, E E with b(e,, . . . . e,)#O such that #(in {e,, . . . . e,, e}) is 
minimal. If we have e, := e#ei for 1 <i<m, we define rE‘Sib by 
r(x) := 
i 
0 for x 4 (eo, el, . . . . em> 
E’ . b(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,) for x=ei. 
Since r I s, we have 
r(eo) .s(eo) + 2 r(ei) .s(e,) E Ko. 
i=l 
Furthermore, r(eo) .s(e,)$ K,, and thus there exists i with 1 < idm and 
r(e,) .s(e,) #O. By symmetry, we may assume r(e,) .s(e,) #O. But this 
means #(in (e,, . . . . e,,-,, e}) < #(in {e,, . . . . e,, e)) which contradicts 
our choice of e,, . . . . e, in view of b(e,, . . . . e, _ 1 ) = Y” . r(e,) # 0. 
Thus we may assume without loss of generality that e = e,. By the same 
argument we also have #(_sn(x,e,,...,e,,e})> #(~n{e,,...,e,,e}) for 
all xEE\{el} with b(x,e,,...,e,)#O; i.e., for all xEE\{el} with 
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W, e2, . . . . e,) # 0 we have s(x) ~0. Hence, if we define s’ E !Rb* by 
s’(x) := b(x, e2, . . . . e,) for XEE, we get e=e,E$=$GJ. 
In particular, we have proved that 
which means M,, = MC. 
Thus Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 2.1 imply furthermore that !Rb* is the 
minimal presentation of M,., i.e., 
For a Grassmann-Plucker map b we will denote the set of bases of M, 
by Bjb. 
COROLLARY. Assume b, b’: E” + K* v (0) are two Grassmann-Pliicker 
maps with 23, = B3,, and Si,. I ‘91tl,,. Then we have Mh = M,,. 
Proof By Theorem 4.2 we have ‘%,,. c (!Xb*)’ kM !Rb and thus the 
assertion follows at once from Proposition 2.8. m 
In the sequel we will show that the converse of Theorem 4.1 is also 
true, i.e., that every matroid of finite rank m can be defined by a 
Grassmann-Plucker map of degree m. To this end we will use the results 
of Section 3 concerning the Tutte group. We continue with the conventions 
and notations of Section 3. 
We choose some map T: 23,,, + T, such that 
T,((e,, . . . . em), (f,, . . . . f,))= T(e,, . . . . e,).T(f,, . . ..fm)-’ 
for all (e,, . . . . em), (f,, . . . . .f,) E BcMj. (4.4) 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume M= M(E, !R) is a matroid of rank m < 00 with 
coefficients in K= (K; +; .; E; K,). Let cp: T,,,, + K* denote the unique 
homomorphism given bv Theorem 3.2. Then b: E” -+ K* v (0) defined by 
he 
0 if‘ {e,, .-, e,} 4 23 
1 > . . . . e,) := 
cp(T(e,, . . . . em)) if (e,, . . . . em> E 23 
(4.5) 
is a Grassmann-Pliicker map with M = M,. 
Proof: At first we show that b is a GrassmannPhicker map. Trivially, 
(GPO) is satisfied, and (GPl ) follows directly from (4.4). 
Now we verify (GP2). Assume e,, e,, . . . . e,, f2, . . . . f ,  E E. We must show 
K := f E’ . b(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,) . b(e,, f2, . . . . fm) E K,. 
,=O 
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We may assume that there exists i with 0 < i < m and b(e,, . . . . 4, . . . . e,) ’ 
He,, f2, . . . . f,J E K*, say i= 0, because otherwise we have K = 0. Then 
we have {ei, . . . . e,}, {eo,f2,...,fm}~~=~M and H:=({f2,...,fm))~ 
s3=9SM. 
If e, = ei for some i with 1 d i < m, then we get 
K = (1 + E’+(‘-‘I) .b(e,, . . . . e,) .b(e,,, f2, . . . . f,) E K,. 
Thus we may assume that e,, e,, . . . . e, are pairwise distinct. Let C denote 
the unique circuit with e0 E Cc (e,, . . . . e,}. Put 
I:=(iE~dO<i<m, (e. ,..., -$ ,..., e,}E%, {ei,f2 ,..., fm}e23}, 
Ml := b(e,, . . . . e,), 
a2 := He,, f2, . . . . f,). 
Furthermore, choose rc E % and sH E %’ with k = rc = C and so = sH = 
E\H. Since tli, ~1~ E K*, we get by (4.4), Theorem 3.1Tand Theorem 3.2: 
K’ct, ‘c-2 . zI (E’. cp(T,((eo, . . . . 6, . . . . em), (el, . . . . em))) 
. V(Tl((ei, f2, -.) fmh (co, f2, . . . . .L)))) 
=cI1 ‘ct2 . C (P(T3(C; ei9 ed) .dTAH; ei, ed) 
ial 
=a, ,a, .~,rc(ej).r,(e,)~‘.s”(ei).s,(e,)’ 
=c(, act2.rc(eo)-1 .sH(eo)-‘. (rclsH) E K,,. 
Thus b is indeed a Grassmann-Plucker map. 
We still have to show M= M,. 
At first we verify K* . (~~)min s ‘31b. 
Assume r E (~z,),i” and f = C = {e,, . . . . ek} E a,,,, with 0 < k = 
# C - 1 < m. Furthermore, choose ek + i , . . . . e, E E such that {e,, . . . . e,} E 
23,. Clearly, we have r(e) = 0 for e # {e,, . . . . e,}, and for k + 1 < i< m we 
obtain r(e,) = 0 = b(e,, . . . . e^,, . . . . e,), because (eo, . . . . 4, . . . . e,} # 23,,,,. For 
O<i<k we have {e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,} E b,,, and therefore by Theorem 3.1 and 
Theorem 3.2: 
de,) = de,). rp(TdC; ej, 4) 
=r(eo)~~‘~cp(Tl((eo, . . . . C, . . . . em), (e,, . . . . em))) 
= r(e,) .ci. b(e,, . . . . e^,, . . . . e,) . b(e,, . . . . e,)-‘. 
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Thus we get with c( := r(e,,) . b(e,, . . . . e,) ~ ‘: 
r(e,) = tx .E’ . b(e,, . . . . 4, . . . . e,) for 06i<m. 
This means r E 91i, and thus K* . (~~)min c ‘!lIb by definition. 
Thus Proposition 2.8 and Proposition 4.1 yield at once M = M,. 1 
DEFINITION 4.3. Assume M= M(E, %) is a matroid of rank m < co 
with coefficients in K = (K; + ; .; E; KO). Any Grassmann-Plucker map 
b: E” --* K* v (0) with M= Mh is called an orientation of M. 
Next we will prove that a Grassmann-Plucker map b which corresponds 
to a given matroid is uniquely determined up to a scalar factor. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume M = M(E, 3) is a matroid of rank m < co 
with coefficients in the fuzzy ring K. If b,, b2 are two orientations of M, then 
there exists some c1 E K* with b, s CI .b2. 
Proof: We have to show that b,(e,, . . . . e,) .b,(e,, . . . . e,)-’ = 
bl(f,,...,f,J .b,(f,,...,f,,,)-' for all {el,...,e,}, {fi,...,fm}~B 
By Proposition 2.7(B2), it suflices to show that this holds for two bases 
B, = le,, e.1 e,,-,} and B,= {e,, . . . . e,> with #(B, nB,)=m- 1. 
For jE (1,2} define riE 5$,, by 
r;(x) := 
0 for x I# {e,, . . . . e,} 
z?. b;(e,, . . . . <, . . . . e,) for X=e,. 
Then we have C:=r,=r,E6, and r,, r2E (~,),i,. Thus the assertion 
.T 7-...... - 
follows from Proposition 1.1(m). 1 
It is worthwhile to observe that this result allows one to define deter- 
minants for automorphisms of matroids with coefftcients of finite rank: 
Let g denote an automorphism of a matroid M of rank m, defined on E, 
with minimal presentation $3, i.e., g: E -+ E is a permutation of E with 
~=~~g:=~r~gIrE~},andifb:E”~K*u{O}isanorientationofM, 
then 
bog,,, : Em+ K* u (0): (e,, . . . . e,)wb(g(e,), . . . . g(e,)) 
is also an orientation of M. Then, by Proposition 4.3 there exists 
some unique C(E K* such that b(g(e,), . . . . g(e,)) = CI. b(e,, . . . . e,) for all 
e,, . . . . e, E E. The unit c( is called the determinant of g and will be denoted 
by det( g). Note that det( g, 0 gz) = det( g,) det( g2) for all automorphisms 
g,, g, of M; that is, det: Aut(M) + K* defines a homomorphism from the 
group Aut(M) of all automorphisms of M into the group of units in K. Of 
course, det(g) does not depend on the chosen orientation b of M. Further- 
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more, it is clear that in case K is a commutative ring, det coincides with the 
standard determinant. In Section 5 we will derive some interesting results 
concerning the image det(Aut(M)) <K* of the determinant map in K*. 
Let us call two Grassmann-Pliicker maps equivalent if they differ by a 
scalar factor only, i.e., if they are orientations of the same matroid. 
Summarizing Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.3, and Proposition 4.3 we obtain 
the following result: 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume E is some set, K is a fuzzy ring, and 0 < m < co. 
Then there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the matroids with 
coef$cients in K, defined on E and of rank m, and the equivalence classes of 
Grassmann-Pliicker maps of degree m from Em into K* v (0). 
The next result states a criterion which decides whether a given matroid 
M coincides with the matroid defined in terms of some given 
Grassmann-Plucker map. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let M = M(E, !I?) denote a matroid of rank m < 00, 
defined on E, and assume that b: E” + K* v (0) is a Grassmann-Pliicker 
map. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) %N M ‘Bbr i.e., M= M,; 
(ii) 23, = 2JT, and % I !Nb*. 
ProojI (i) * (ii) is clear by Proposition 4.1, Theorem 4.2, and 
Lemma 2.1, because ‘& is the minimal presentation of Mb*. 
(ii)*(i). By Theorem 4.3 there exists a Grassmann-Plucker map 
b’: E”’ + K* u (0) of degree m such that M = Mb,. We will now verify 
Mb = Mb,. By assumption, we have 8,* = 8, = 23jb and !J$,, I !Rb*, because 
!Rb, c K* . ‘ill. Therefore the assertion follows at once from the Corollary to 
Theorem 4.2. 1 
At the end of this section we will give an algebraic proof of the following 
well-known result which sharpens the base exchange axiom (B2) and is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume M = M(E, %) is a matroid of finite rank m. Zf 
B1, B2 are bases in M, then for every e E B, there exists some e’ E B, such 
that B; :=(B,\{e})u {e’} and B;:=(B,\{e’})u {e} are bases inM. 
Proof Write B1 = {e,, f2, . . . . f,}, B, = {e,, . . . . e,}, and e = e,. Then 
the assertion follows at once from Theorem 4.3 and (GP2). 1 
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5. GRASSMANN-PLUCKER MAPS FOR MINORS AND DUALS 
OF MATROIDS WITH COEFFICIENTS 
Throughout this section we assume that M = M, is a matroid defined on 
E of rank m with coefficients in the fuzzy ring K, defined in terms of a 
Grassmann-Plucker map 6: E” + K* u (0). 
We will generalize some results of [D2] concerning minors and the dual 
of a chirotope. 
At first we show 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that 0 < k 6 m, E’ L E, and fk + , , . . . . f,,, E E are such 
that there exist e,, . . . . e, E E’ with b(e,, . . . . ek, ,fk+, , . . . . fm) #O. Then 
b’: Elk + K* u (0) defined bv 
b’(e,, . . . . ek) := b(e,, . ..1 ek, fk+ ,, . . ..fm) 
is a Grassmann-Pliicker map of degree k. 
ProoJ: By assumption, b’ satisfies (GPO), and (GPl) holds for b’ since 
it holds for b. It remains to verify (GP2). 
Assume e,, . . . . ek, x2, . . . . xk E E’. Then we get 
,to E’ . b’(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . ek) . b’(e,, x2, . . . . xk) 
= c 6;. b(eo, . . . . 6, . . . . ek, fk+ , , . . . . f,) b(e,, X2, . . . . .yk, fk+ , , . . . . fm) E K,, 
t=O 
because b satisfies (GP2) and for k + 1 < j < m we have 
b(f,,xz,...,xk,fk+Ir . . ..f.,)=o. 1 
Now we prove 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume FL E, put E’ := E\F, and Iet k denote the 
rank of the matroid M’ := M\F= M 1 E’. Choose fk +, , . . . . f, E F such that 
p,w(E'U {fk+l, ..., f,}) = m and define b’: E’” -+ K* u (0) by 
b’(e ,, .--, ek) :=b(e,, . . . . ek3fk+ ,, . . ..f.,,). 
Then b’ is a Grassmann-Pliicker map with M’ = M,,. 
Proof: Lemma 5.1 shows that b’ is a Grassmann-Plucker map. It 
remains to show that M’ = M,,. By Proposition 4.4 we are done when we 
have shown 23 MS = B3,. and (91b\F) -L ‘!ll~,*. 
%,. = BjbZ follows from Proposition 4.1 and the fact that the bases 
of M\F are exactly those subsets (e,, . . . . ek> EE’ for which 
{e, )..., ek,fk+l )-, f,} is a base inM. 
607/86.‘1-7 
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Now assume r E ‘91i,\F and s E !IZb,*. We must show (r(s) E K,,. There 
exist x2, . . . . xk E E’and 0: E K* such that 
s(x)=a.b’(x,x,, . ..) x,)=cr.b(x,x,, . . . . Xk, fkfl, . ..) fm) for all x E E’. 
But this means s = S 1 E. for some SE !JZ1,, .
Furthermore, for 7: E + K defined by 
T”(x) := 
r(x) for XEE’ 
0 for XEF 
we have r” E !RZb. Therefore we get 
(rls)= (FI?)EK,, 
because of !Rb I !Ri,+. 1 
Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 5.1 yield the following 
COROLLARY. Assume Fc E such that M\ F has rank k and choose an 
orientation b’ of M\ F and fk + 1, . . . . f, E F with 
p,((E\F)u{f,+,,...,f,})=m. 
Then there exists some c1= u(b’; fk+ 1, . . . . fm) E K* such that for all 
e, , *--, ek E E\ F we have 
We 1, . . . . ek, fk +, , . . . . fm) = a . bYeI, . . . . ek). 
In particular, iff; + 1, . . . . f k E F satisfy also 
then there exists some LX = u(fk + 1, . . . . f,,,; f ;+ 1, . . . . f L) E K* such that for all 
e,, . . . . ek E E\ F we have 
He ,, . . . . ek,fk+,, ..-, f,)=%-b(e,, . . . . e,,fi+l, . . . . fh)- 
Similarly we have 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume FS E, put E’ := E\F, and let k denote the 
rank of the matroid M’ := M/F. Choose fk+ 1, . . . . f, E F such that 
Pd{fk+l,-3 f,}) = m - k = p,,,(F) and define b’: Elk --+ K* u (0) by 
b’(e , , ..‘, ek) := Me,, . . . . ek, fk + 1, . . . . fin). 
Then 6’ is a Grassmann-PIticker map with M’ = Mb’. 
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Proof: Again Lemma 5.1 shows that b’ is a Grassmann-Plucker map. 
By Proposition 4.4 we are done when we have shown that 8,, = IzjbS and 
(%lE’) 1 %I,*. 8,, = !IJbS is clear, since the bases of M/F are exactly those 
subsets (e,, . . . . ek > E E’ for which (e,, . . . . ek, fk+, , . . . . f,) is a base in M. 
Now assume r E ‘!RblES and s E 9?,,C,. Then there exist x2, . . . . xk E E’ and 
C(E K* such that 
S(X) = CX .4x, 2x2, --., xk, fk + 1, . . . . f,) for all XE E’. 
Therefore we have s = SI ES for some SE ‘91b. with S(F) = (0 >, because 
p,(F)=m-kandthusb(f,x,...x,,f,+,,...,f,)=Oforeveryf~F.Now 
we choose ?E ‘91b with PI,,=r and get 
(rls)=(?l5)~K~. 1 
As above we obtain the 
COROLLARY. Assume FE E such that p,(F) = m - k and choose an 
orientation b’ of M/F and fk + , , . . . . f,,, E F with 
Then there exists some ~1’ = a’(b’; fk+ , , . . . . f,) E K* such that for all 
cl, . . . . ek E E\ F we have 
b(e 1, ..., ek, fk + I1 . . ..f.) = cc’. b’(e,, ..., ek). 
In particular, i f f  I + I, . . . . f  h E F satisfy also 
pd(fL+, , . . ..fh})=m-k 
then there exists some c( = a( fk + 1, . . . . f,; f  I,, , . . . . f  L) E K* such that for all 
cl, . . . . ek E E\ F we have 
Me I, . . . . ek,fk+l, . . ..fm)=~.b(el. ..., ek?fb+13 . . ..fk). 
These considerations in turn imply 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Assume M = M, is a matroid defined on E of rank m 
with coefficients in K. Consider two subsets E’, E” G E of rank m’ and m”, 
respectively, satisfying the relation 
p,,JE’uE”)=p,(E’)+p,,,(E”)=m’+m”=p,,,(E)=m. 
Then for any two orientations b’ and b” of M’ := MJ E’=M\(E- E’) and 
M” := M( E” = M\ (E - E”), respectively, there exists a unique element 
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Lb(b’, 6”) E K*, lhe linking number of b’ and b” relative to b, such that for 
any base {e, , . . . . e,}ofMwithe, ,..., e,.EE’ande,.+, ,..., e,EE”onehas 
b(e l, ..-, e,) = Lb(b’, b”). b’fe, , . . . . e,,) . b”(e,, + 1, . . . . e,). 
Moreover, we have 
Lb@,“, b’) = e”‘-m”. Lb(b’, b”) 
and 
La.b(b’, b”) = M . Lb(b’, b”) = Lb(a- 1 . b’, b”) = Lb(b’, .-I . b”) 
for any CI E K*. 
ProoJ Assume {el, . . . . en,} is a base of M with {e,, . . . . e,,} E E’ and 
k m’+ 1, . . . . e,} c E”. Then by the Corollary to Proposition 5.1 there exists 
some Crb(b’; e,. + 1, . . . . e,) E K* which does not depend on e,, . . . . e,, and 
some rx’(b”; e,, . . . . e,.) E K* which does not depend on e,,,, + , , . . . . e, such 
that 
We 1, . . . . e,) = ab(b’; e,., , , . . . . e,) . b’(e,, . . . . e,,) 
= qb(b”; e,, . . . . e,.) . b”(e,. + 1, . . . . e,). 
Therefore we get 
He ,, . . . . e,) .b’(el, . . . . e,,)-’ . b”(e,,+ Ir . . . . e,)-’ 
= Crb(b’; e,, + 1, . . . . e,) . b”(em, + , , . . . . e,,,-’ 
= tlb(b”; e,, . . . . em.). b’(e,, . . . . e,,,,)-‘. 
The first assertion follows now from the fact that in the last equation the 
middle term does not depend on e,, . . . . e,, while the last term does not 
depend on e,, + 1, . . . . e,. 
The next assertions follow directly from the first one. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If E;, E;, . . . . E;, E;‘, E;, . . . . E;c E are subsets such 
that pJEi) = m’, p,(E(‘) = m”, and 
p,(E~uE~)=p,(E~uE~+,)==m’+m”==m for i mod k, 
then the generalized cross ratio 
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defined by choosing orientations 6,: of M 1 E: and b,” of M ( EI’ for 1 < i d k 
and putting 
[;;,;;.,2] := ,gk L’(b;, bl’)-Lb(b;, b:, ,)-I 
is well defined; that is, it is independent of b and of the chosen orientations 
bj and b,!‘. 
Note that in case K is a commutative field, E := K’, and b: E2 + K is 
given by 
the cross ratio [I;::;;; 11;;:‘;:; ] equals the classical cross ratio 
(a,b,-a,b,)(c,d,-c,d,) 
(a,d,-a,d,)(c,b,-c,b,) 
for any four pairwise linearly independent vectors (a,, a?), (b,, b,), (cl, c,), 
(d,, 4) E E. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf m is even and k := m/2, then for any three subsets E’, 
E”, E”’ c E satisfying 
and 
p,(E’) = p,,JE”) = p,,,(E”‘) = k 
pM(E’uE”)==p,(E”uE”‘)=p,,,(E”‘uE’)=m 
there exists a unique element L’(E’, E”, E”‘) in the quotient group 
K’*’ := K*j(K*)’ of K* module the subgroup of squares in K* such that 
for any choice of orientations b’, b”, 6” of A4 E’, A4 E”, and MI E”‘, 
respectively, one has 
Lb(E’, E”, El”) = L’(b’, b”) . Lb(b”, b”‘) . Lb(b”‘, b’) . (K*)‘. 
Moreover, for all a E K* we have 
L”.b(E’,E”,E”‘)=a .Lb(E’,E”,E”‘) 
and therefore 
L’(g(E’), g(E”), g(E”‘)) = det(g). Lb(E’, E”, E”‘) 
for all automorphisms g E Aut( M). 
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In addition, we have 
Lb(E’, E”, El”) = Lb(E”, E”‘, E’) = .zk . Lb(E”, E’, El”). 
COROLLARY 3. Assume E is finite and m r0 mod 4 and let Fk(A4) 
denote the graph, whose vertices are the flats FG E of rank k = m/2 and 
whose edges are precisely those (unordered) pairs of flats F1, F2 c E of rank 
k which satisfy pM(F1 u Fz) = m. Furthermore, let A denote the set of (unor- 
dered) triangles in Zk(M). Then the sum 
L(b) := c Lb(F,, F2, F3) E ZQK’*‘] 
JFI.hel Ed 
considered as an element of the integral group ring ,[K’*‘] satisfies 
det( g) . L(b) = L(b) 
for all g E Aut(M). 
Hence, if L(b) = CNE~.) nM .a (n, E Z), then n, = ndetCgj.or for all a E KC*’ 
and gEAut(M), and therefore the order of the image (det(Aut(M)) . 
(K*)‘)/(K*)* of Aut(M) in K’*’ divides Cac~.) n,, the number of triangles 
in Fk(M). 
Remark 1. Similarly, if m/2 is odd, then at least the order of the image 
of the map 
Aut(M) ++ K* + K*/(E, (K*)*) 
from Aut(M) into the quotient group of K* modulo the subgroup, 
generated by all squares in K* and E, divides the number of triangles in 
rk( M). 
In particular, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Zf with the above notations we have m = 2k = 0 mod 2, 
n := #E < co, and b(e,, .,., e,) # 0 for all e,, . . . . e, E E with # (e,, . . . . e,} = 
m, then the order of the image of the composite map 
Aut(M) -% K* + K*/(gk, (K*)2) 
divides ( Tk) . ( ‘,“I,‘) . ( ‘,“I,‘). 
In particular, det(Aut(M)) c (.sk, (K*)2), if (Tk). (‘,“I,‘) .(‘,“I,‘) - 
1 mod 2, that is, if m is a power of 2 and n = 3k + i mod 4k for some i with 
O<i<k-1. 
Proof This result follows directly from the above Remark 1 and 
Corollary 3 and the fact that (Tk). (‘,“r,‘) . (‘,“r,‘) equals the number of 
triangles in rk(M). 1 
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Remark 2. Proposition 5.4 implies that for n E 6 mod 8 and 
n = 7 mod 8 there exists no non-degenerate point configuration of n points 
in real projective 3-space which can be deformed homotopically into its 
mirror image without going through degenerate situations and hence it 
recovers a result by Viro (cf. [V, Theorem 23). 
Actually, the last results were inspired by Viro’s paper and the observa- 
tion that (most of) his considerations, developed in his work in the context 
of real projective geometry and relying on properly defined topological 
invariants of non-degenerate point and line configurations in real projective 
3-space, fit perfectly well into the much more general and abstract 
framework of matroids with coefficients. 
At the end of this section we want to determine a Grassmann-Plucker 
map b* for the dual matroid Mb* of a given matroid M, defined on a finite 
set E in terms of a GrassmannPliicker map b. We will generalize an 
argument given in [D2, (1.7)] for the dual of a chirotope. 
For any permutation r we put 
E if z is odd 
sgn, z := 
1 if z is even. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Assume M = M, is a matroid with coefficients in K, 
defined on a finite set E in terms of a Grassmann-Pliicker map 
b:E”+K*u(O). Put N:=#E, n:=N-m, andchoosesomefixedbijec- 
tion CI: E + { 1, 2, . . . . N}. For pairwise distinct e,, . . . . e, E E let z = t(e,, ,,., e,) 
denote the unique permutation of {e, , . . . . e,} such that cr($e,)) < cr(r(q,)) for 
1 di<jbn. 
Then a Grassmann-Pliicker map b*: E” + K* v (0 > of Mb* is given by 
b*(e,, . . . . e,) = 
r 
0 if #({e,, . . ..e.})<n 
sgn, z(e,, . . . . e,) . ~~~=l”~” b(f,, . . . . f,) (5.1) 
if E= (e,, . . . . e,,fi, . . . . f,], 4fi) <a(fi) for i<j. 
Proof At first we show that for any Grassmann-Plucker map b’ 
of M,* and A,=(a ,,..., a,,-,,e), A,={a, ,..., a,-,,f}EB with e#f, 
E={ a,, . . . . a,_,, e, f, d,, . . . . d,-,} we have 
b(a,,...,a,~,,e).b(a,,...,a,~,,f)-’ 
=~.b’(d ,,..., d+,, f).b’(d ,,..., dnin-,,e)-‘. (5.2) 
By (4.4) Theorem 4.3, and Proposition 4.3 we have 
cp(T,((a,,...,a,~,,e),(a,,...,a,-,,f))) 
=b(a ,,..., a,-,,e).b(a,, . . ..a.+,,f)-‘. (5.2a) 
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On the other hand, by changing the roles of M6 and M$ in (4.3), we get 
by applying Theorem 3.1(v), Theorem 3.2, and Theorem 4.3 with respect to 
the unique circuit C contained in A i v A2 = E\ {d, , . . . . d,, _ i } and any r E ‘8 
satisfying r = i = C, 
E . b’(d,, . . . . dn-,,f).b’(d,, . . . . 4-1, e)-’ 
= 6 . r(f) . r(e) ~ ’ 
= (P(E.u. T,(C; f, e)) 
=(~(~,((~,,...,~,~,,e),(~,,...,u,-,,f))); 
together with (5.2a) this yields (5.2). 
Now assume that b* is some Grassmann-Plucker map of Mb* such that 
(5.1) holds for some fixed e,, . . . . e, E E for which {e,, . . . . e,} is a base of 
M*. It suffices to show that (5.1) holds also for e,, . . . . e,- i, e: whenever 
e, #eA and (e,, . . . . e,- i, e;} is a base of M* because of the exchange 
property (B2) in Proposition 2.7. Put di :=ej for 1 <i<n - 1, e :=e,, 
f :=eL, and write 
E\ { 4, . . . . Ll, e,f> = (a,, . . . . a,,,-,}. 
By symmetry we may assume furthermore 
a(a~)<ct(a,)< ... <a(a,-,), cr(d,)<a(d,)< ... <a(d,-,) 
and a(e) < a(j). 
Put 
k I= #{ila(di)>a(e)}, ~:=#{iJ~(di)>~(f)}, 
v := # {iI a(~,) > a(e)}, ,u := # { il a(~,) > a(f)}. 
Then we have 
a(f)-a(e)=l+(k-I)+(v-p). 
Furthermore, put S := Cyl: a(d,). 
By assumption we have 
(5.3) 
b*(d,, . . . . d “-,, e)=ck..?+a(e).b(u, ,..., ~,,,-~,f).c~. (5.4a) 
We must prove 
b*(d,, . . . . d,_l,f)=&‘.&S+r(/).b(u,, . . . . a,,-,,e).c”, (5.4b) 
But this is now a direct consequence of (5.2) applied with respect to 
b* = b’, (5.3), and (5.4a). 1 
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6. ORIENTED MATROIDS AND CHIROTOPES 
In this section we will apply our results to show that oriented matroids 
of finite rank as defined in [BLV] and chirotopes as considered in [D2] 
give rise to the same structure. More precisely, we will prove that oriented 
matroids as well as chirotopes correspond in a one-to-one fashion to 
matroids of finite rank with coefficients in the fuzzy ring K := R//R+. 
By writing 0= {O>, 1 = R+, a=-R+=[W-, u=R, we obtain 
as the addition and multiplication table of K= R//R+. Furthermore, we 
haveK,={O,u),K*={l,s),andthusK=K,,wK*. 
For the convenience of the reader we will also repeat the concept of an 
oriented matroid and the definition of a chirotope. 
DEFINITION 6.1. (i) A signed set (X, q) is a set X together with a map 
9:X+(1, -l}. For any such signed set one defines X+ :=q-‘(1) and 
x- :=11-1(-l). 
(ii) An oriented matroid consists of a set E together with a family 0 
of signed subsets satisfying 
(01) (X, q) E D implies X#0 and (X -VIED; W,,rl,), 
(X2,~?)~OandX,cX,impliesX,=X,and~,=rl,or?,=-rl,. 
(02) For all (X,,q1),(X2,q2)~SJ, -x~(X:nX;)u(X;nX2f), 
and ~E(XT\X;)U (X;\XT) there exists (X,, v~)EC) such that .veX3, 
x: z (XT ux:,\{x}, and XT G (X; u X; )\ (x}. 
The signed subsets (X, 4) are also called the signed circuits of the oriented 
matroid. 
The rank of (E, 0) is, of course, defined to be 
max{#F(Fc_EandFnX#Xforall(X,?)Er)}. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Assume E is some set and m E N. A chirotope of rank 
m defined on E is an equivalence class of maps x: E” + { 0, 1, - 1) satis- 
fying the following conditions: 
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(i) There exist e,, . . . . e, E E with X(e,, . . . . e,) # 0. 
(ii) For all e,, . . . . e, E E and every rc EC, we have 
idencl,, . . . . en& = sgn 71 . de,, . . . . em). 
(iii) IfcrE{l, -l},e, ,..., em,f2 ,..., f,,,~E,and 
CI -(-- l)i. x(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,) . X(ei, fi, . . ..f.,)2 0 for O<iQm, 
then 
X(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,) . X(ei, f2, . . . . f,) = 0 for Odidm, 
where two such maps x, x’ are called equivalent if either x = x’ or x = -x’. 
The subject of this section is the proof of the following 
THEOREM 6.1. For every set E and every m E N there is a canonical 
one-to-one correspondence between 
(i) Chirotopes of rank m. 
(ii) Matroids with coefficients in R//R+ of rank m. 
(iii) Oriented matroids of rank m. 
The correspondence is defined as follows: 
Zf x: Em -+ (0, 1, - 1 } satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) in Definition 6.2, we define 
as in (4.2) 
9ZX := {rE (R//R+)El~#@ and there exist pairwise distinct 
eo, . . . . e,EEandsomeuE{i, -l} with 
for x$ {PO, . . . . e,> or x = e, and X(eo, . . . . 4, . . . . e,) = 0 
if x=ei and cc.(-l)‘.~(e,, . . . . 6, . . . . e,)=l 
zf x=ei and cr.(-l)j.~(e,, . . . . 6 ,..., em)= -1 . 
Zf ‘3 G (R//R+)” is the minimal presentation of a matroid M with coef- 
ficients in R//R + , the signed circuits of the corresponding oriented matroid 
are all pairs (X, q) for which there exists r E % with c = X, r-‘(l) = q-‘(i), 
r-l(s)=qpl(-l). 
Obviously, (i) describes nothing but Grassmann-Plucker maps of degree 
m with values in R//R +. Hence it is an immediate consequence of our main 
result, Theorem 4.4, that the construction mentioned above defines indeed 
a one-to-one correspondence between (i) and (ii). 
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To prove the rest of Theorem 6.1 we will prove the following two results. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume E is some set and 93 c (R//R+ )” is such that 
# (1) < OCI for all r E ‘3. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 9Z defines a matroid offinite type with coefficients in R//R+. 
(ii) For any e,,E E and r E [‘%I with r(e,) $ (0, u} there exists some 
r’ E ( !R,,)min with e, E r’ = r’ E _r and (r A e. r’)(e) E { 0, u} for all e E r’. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Assume E is some set and 0 is a family of signed 
subsets satisfying (01) and #X < 00 for all (X, n) E 0. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 0 defines an oriented matroid on E, i.e., 0 satisfies (02). 
(ii) Put% := {rE:(R//Rf)E~r-‘(0)=E\X,r-l(l)=X+,r~’(~)=X- 
for some (X, n)ED}. 
Then for every e0 E E and r E [‘3] with r(eO) $ (0, u} there exists some r’ E ‘32 
with e, E _r’ = L’ c r and (r A=,, r’)(e) E: (0, u} for all e E r’. 
Obviously, Theorem 6.1 is proved completely once we have shown 
Proposition 6.1 and Proposition 6.2, because then we can apply Proposi- 
tion 6.1, (i) + (ii) to the minimal presentation 93 of some matroid of finite 
type with coefficients in R//R +, and it is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition l.l(iii) that the signed sets as defined in Theorem 6.1 
satisfy (0 1). 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. (ii) =E. (i) is trivial. 
(i) S- (ii). Without loss of generality we may assume { 1, E} . ‘93 = ‘R 
Assume s E [‘%I is such that (ii) does not hold for r := s and some e, E_S 
and #(s) is as small as possible. 
For r’ E (~,),i” with e,E_y’=~‘~~ we put 
A,, := {eEl’j(sr\.,r’)(e)$ {O, u}}. (6.1) 
By assumption we have A,. # fa for all such r’. Choose rE (!Ro)min with 
e, E [ = =y ES such that #A, is as small as possible and choose some fixed 
e, E A,. By our above assumption we may assume r(eO) = s(e,) = 1. We 
have 
(SAC, r)(e,)=&.(SA.or)(e,)E (1,~); 
this means r(el) + a .s(el) E { 1, E} and thus 
r(e,)=a.s(eI)E(l,~} 
because of e,EI=Ts_s. 
(6.2a) 
(6.2b) 
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Since SA,~YE J\ {e, } 5 _s, our choice of s implies that there exists some 
r’ E (%O)min wtth _r’ =z’ G s A,, I and r’(e,) = 1 such that for all e ET’ we 
have 
We will now show A,. E A,\ {e,}. 
For eE_y’\{e,} we get by (6.2b) 
((s A,, ~1 b. r’)(e) = (s A,, r)(e) + -5. b A,, r)(qJ . r’(e) 
=~(e).r(e,)+c.s(e~).r(e) 
+ tz. (r(e,) + 6 -s(el)) . r’(e) 
= r(e,) . (s(e) + r(e) + E. r’(e)). 
Thus (6.3) means 
s(e) + r(e) + E .r’(e) E (0,241 for all e Er’\ (e,}. (6.3a) 
On the other hand we obtain for e EC’\ { eO} 
(s A, r’)(e) = s(e) + E . r’(e). 
Thus for e E A,. we have 
s(e) + 6. r’(e) $ { 0, u}, but s(e) + E. r’(e) + r(e) = u. 
This means 
~.r’(e)=s(e)=~.tje)E { 1, s} for eEA,> 
and therefore 
(SAFE r)(e)=s(e)+ E .r(e)=s(e)~ { 1, E} for eEA,,. 
Thus we have indeed A,, E A,\ {el }. This contradicts our choice of r. 1 
Proof of Proposition 6.2. (ii) =z- (i). Assume (X,, qr), (X,, v2) E 0, 
x~(X:nX;)u(X;nXz), andyEX:\X;. 
For ie{l,2) define r,e% by 
r,=X,, r,:‘(l)=&?, r;‘(E)=Xi. 
Furthermore, put r := rl A* r2. We have r E [‘%I and 
r(e) = r&l. (r,(e) + r2(e)) for eEE\{x) 
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in view of r*(x) = E . Y,(X). In particular, we have 
r(y) r*(x) = 1 + rz( y) = 1, 
because rz(y) E (0, 1). 
Therefore there exists r’ E !X with .r E r’ = c’ c z and 
(rA,,r’)(e)E (0, u} for all e E 1’. (6.4) 
Axiom (01) implies { 1, E > . ‘33 = !R, and thus we may assume r’( ~1) = r( ~1) . 
rz(x) = 1. Now (6.4) implies 
rz(x) . r(e) + c. r’(e) = u forall eEy’\{y); 
that is 
r,(e)+r,(e)+c.r’(e)=u for all e 6 r’. 
Therefore we get r’(e) E {r,(e), r?(e)} for every e E!‘. If we thus write 
X3 :=r’, Xc :=r’+l(l), X; :=r’-l(E), we obtain 
yEx: r(X: uX~,\{x} and x; 5 (A-, u x; )\ {x}. 
(i) =c- (ii). Let % denote the set of all FE (R//R! f)E such that for any 
e~[ there exists some rs‘% with ~E~=IG? and (FA,r)(f)E (0, u> for all 
f  ET. 
Obviously FE ‘% if and only if for every e E 9 there exists some r E ‘% with 
eE:r=rcE and = 
?(e).r(f)G?(f).r(e)u (0) for all f  E E, 
where all values of r and F in R//R + are interpreted as subsets of R. 
In particular, we have ‘% G ‘%. 
It is also easily seen (though not needed further on) that % is contained 
in (%l)‘. 
To prove our claim it will be enough to show that [%I = 3 whenever 
0 satisfies (01) and (02) that is, that F,, J, E % and XE E implies 
F := ?, A, r’, E !%. This is obvious if ?i(x) = 0 or F2(-‘c) = 0. 
Hence from now on we may assume that x E 3 n 3. Now assume e EL, 
that is 
7(e) = F,(e) F*(x) + c. F,(x). 7,(e) E { 1, s}. 
By symmetry, we may assume 
(6.5) 
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and 
E .72(e) . F,(x) E (r”,(e) .72(x), O}, (6.6) 
in particular x E ?, n r”, , if Fz(e) ~0. Now choose rr, r2E !K such that 
XEYZ=~~G~“~ and= = = - 
r”*(x) .rz(f) E r”2(f) -rz(x) ” uv for all fE E (6.7) 
as well as eEr_L=r,Cs and = 
~,(e).r,(f)E7,(f).r,(e)u (01 for all f  E E. (6.8) 
If r,(x) = 0, then 3 ~2\ (x} &j, and for all f E E\ (x} we get 
3e).rl(f) = ~A~).7~(e) .rl(f) 
s FAX) .Fl(f). rl(e) u (0) 
‘I(r”2(~).~l(f)+~.~1(~).~Z(f)).r,(e)u (0) 
=~(f).rl(e)u (0) 
and hence ?(e).r,(f)&F(f).r,(e)u (0) for all eEE. 
Hence from now on we assume rr(x) #O. Assume also iz(e) #O and 
hence x E r’r n P2. Then we have = = 
rl(x)=r,(e)~F,(x)~r”,(e)~’ E (1, E}. (6.9) 
Without loss of generality we may assume rl(x) = 1 and r*(x) = E, so that 
Fl(e) = F,(e) .rl(x) = 7,(x) .r,(e). (6.10) 
Since r,, r2 E ‘93, there exist (X,, q,), (X,, q2) E D with X, =s, r;‘( 1) = Xi+, 
r,:‘(.s)=Xi (iE { 1,2)); in particular, we get xEX: nX;. 
Furthermore, (6.6) to (6.10) imply 
F2;(x) . r*(e) E {F22(e) . r&h 01 
c {~-F~(e).?~(x)~F~(x)-r~(x), 0} 
= {?,(e)~r,(x).P2(x)-f,(x)‘, 0} 
= {r,(e) .?Ax), 0); 
that is, r2(e)E (r,(e), 01. Obviously, this relation holds also if ?*(e)=O, 
since 2c2. Thus we have, whether P?(e) # 0 or not, 
eE(XT\X;)u(X;\X:) 
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Hence, by (02) there exists (X,, v~)ED with eEXj, X: E 
cx: ux:,\{x)Y and X; c (X; u X;)\(x). 
Let r: E -+ R//R’ be defined by 
L=X,t rC’(l)=X,‘, r-*(&)=X;. 
Obviously, rEYZ and eE[ and therefore r(e) = r,(e). Moreover, 
rGr,A r Gr”lA.,f2=f. r2 
Finally, for all SEE\ {x} we have by (6.5) and (6.10) 
F(e) . r(f) = T,(e) F?(x) . r(f) 
g Fl(e). 7Ax). (rl(f) + r2(S)) u (0) 
G (~t(f).rt(e).r”2(x)+?Z(f).rZ(~).~t(e))u (0) 
=(~Z(x)~~,(f)+~~~,(~)~~2(f))~r(e)u (0) 
=r"(f).r(e)u (0) 
and thus r”(e). r(f) c F(f) r(e) u { 0} f or all e E E, because r(x) = 0. Hence 
we get 7~ 3. 1 
Remarks. 1. The fact that chirotopes as defined in [D2] give rise to 
oriented matroids as defined in [BLV] was proved already in [D2, 
Sect. 4.121. The theory presented in this paper was developed mainly to 
derive a deeper understanding of this fact and of the assumptions necessary 
for its proof. The main result of this effort is the surprisingly general 
Theorem 4.4, which-in our view- appears to provide satisfying evidence 
that the conceptual framework developed so far is an appropriate 
specification of the combinatorial-algebraic structure in question. 
2. A simpler proof for Theorem 6.1 can be based on the results in 
[LV2] and/or [DW4], where the corresponding problem for valuated 
matroids (cf. [DW3] ) is treated explicitly. 
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